
Vauxhall Fault Codes P0400
The engine warning light came on the other day and has since gone out, I purchased a code
reader from Ebay and it came back with code P0400 - EGR Flow. I have a 2007 1.9 diesel
CDTi Astra (sold as a Holden here in Australia) that is having EGR issues. P0400 Exhaust Gas
Recirculation Circuit High Voltage C-017 but want that kind of money to sort out why the fault
code is staying there.

Hi I'm new here so please bear with me. I could do with
some help from someone who has a good working
knowledge of how the 1.9 cdti egr valve.
Hi all I'm back again lol still got fault code p0400 tryed everything but now I've got oil.. Hi
hoping someone can help I have the fault code above from my op com reader and I have
changed the EGR vale with the fault still coming back after 3 starts. Problem with a
VAUXHALL CORSA 1.2L 2006 52k. Intermittent poor running and misfire, fault codes stored
P0300 random / multiple cylinder in a TOYOTA HIACE 2.5L D-4D 2008 94k, fault code stored
P0400 EGR system flow malfunction.

Vauxhall Fault Codes P0400
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I am getting p0400 error from computer but no engine light. What could
be causing this? Any help would be much appreciated. Thanked 0 Times
in 0 Posts. The reader worked pretty well, easy to set up and went
straight in and connected to ECU. Came back with code P0400 - EGR
flow.

Hi everyone as above I have a 2.0dti. Was reading just the above code
car goes into limp mode when pushed and ever before it goes into limp
mode sometime it. Computer showing a P0400 error code EGR
valve.After a bit So I made this How to clean a vauxhall zafira egr valve
video to help others with similar problems. EGR P0400, P0401- P0409
Diagnosis+Understanding Pt1 If you had an EGR code.
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Get free help, tips & support from top
experts on astra faults codes related issues.
astra faults Fault code P0400, engine
management light eeps coming.
Standard fault codes from P0000 to P0299 · Standard fault codes from
P0300 to P0399 · Standard fault codes from P0400 to P0499 · Standard
fault codes. hi all im new here, i have got an astra h CDTI and last week
it i was out and went to If you have a P0400 or P0279 error code, it's
likely to be one of these. Hello m8s. Can somebody switch off EGR and
remove P0400 from my file, please. Opel Frontera 2.2DTi BOSCH 0-
281-010-448 EDC15M. Try asking a garage to clear the fault codes and
see if it comes back. Hi i have a fault code on my vauxhall zafira club
1.6 it is p0400 could anyone tell me. I've taken it to a local garage and
the fault codes P0023 and P0400 and P0235 The ECU light is on the
dash (engine symbol) of my 2000 Vauxhall Vectra 1.8. Hi all. My wife's
2006 1.6 petrol zafira has the following fault codes: P0130 P0135 P0141
P0400 P0443 The engine appears to run fine apart from on idle.

You need to diagnose & rectify the fault for the light to be extinguished.
Popularity: 4 Getting code P0400 - Where is the EGR valve on a astra
1.4? Generally.

The 2002 Ford F-150 has 1 complaints for dtc codes p1400, p0401,
p0402. it threw codes P0401 P0402 again but not P0400 witch was
DPFE Fault!!!.

Yesterday I have noticed in abs module for one new fault code U2105(4)
RE: Opel Zafira A, 2.0 dti, P0606 fault code - mpautoservis - 03-09-
2014 09:06 AM Vectra c 20 dti p0400 code in, goldchain100, 8, 585, 17-
05-2014 14:04 PM



But now i'm stuck with 2 different errors, but share the same code:-
P0400 - Exhaust Ive read so many different things regarding the p0400
error. I really don't.

2015-04-18 15:26:59 weekly 0.4 jamboxlive.com/guides/aDf-vauxhall-
zafira-fault-codes-p0400.pdf 2015-01-13 04:31:32 weekly 0.4. Also if
you come to us for an EGR removal there will be a nominal price for a
remap. Possible fault codes: P0400 (Exhaust Gas Recirculation Flow
Malfunction). I have the following fault codes. P1616 P1612 P0303
P0400 P0300 P0400 P0230 P0230 P1230 3 Misfire Detected P0400
Exhaust Gas Recirculation Flow Malfunction Corsa-C/UK - Vauxhall
Corsa C Sports Club 2004-2011. Digital Point. Vauxhall easytronic fault
codes and fault finding information - problems, solutions, help, fixes and
mobile P0400 Exhaust Gas Recirculation Flow Malfunction

Reason for Vauxhall Movano P0400 and find the solution for the code
Vauxhall Movano P0400 What does fault code P0400 mean for
Vauxhall Movano ? How to dismantle, clean and reassemble EGR valve
on Vauxhall Vectra 1.9 cdti Hope it will. Heloo.! Opel Zafira A, year
2003, 2.0 dti, suddenly wont start sad I have P0606(D) Please some
documentations about this fault code tongue or experience KOpel,
Vectra c 20 dti p0400 code in, goldchain100, 8, 920, 17-05-2014 14:04
PM
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Hello I have opel zafira 2003 year 2.2tdi psg16, car haved egr problem,i put emulator ,but after
2000rpm put again error P0400 egr fault. I cheked: vacum pipes.
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